INTRODUCTION
The main result of this paper is the following: THEOREM 
Zf (X, z ) is a presentation of a virtually free group, then [E] ~ is a NTS language.
This result relates NTS languages presented in [5] and virtually free groups. However, the technique of proof is only the concern of formal language theory. Recall that NTS languages form a strict subclass of context-free languages which are (bi)deterministic and congruencial. They have an equivalence problem which is decidable. On the other hand, recall that a virtually free group is a group having a free subgroup of finite index. The results of [ 11, 193 show that H= (X, = ) is a virtually free group iff it is a context-free group (i.e, a group such that [E] -is context-free [ 1 ] ).
The idea of the above theorem came from the comparison of the triangulation results of Cayley graphs of [19] with the results of [2] showing that any nest set is NTS. However, our proof does not use Cayley graphs, but it uses the ideas of [2] . Namely, we define locally primary groups (or monoids) as follows: a group H is locally primary iff for any finite subset F of H, there exists a finite set P containing F such that fi, fi, . . . . f, E P and f, f2 . ..f. E E implies that there exists two consecutive factors satisfying fifi, r E i? (This was the key property used in [2] .)
The announced theorem appears then as a part of the THEOREM 111.3. Let (X, E ) be a presentation of a group H. Then the follmving are equivalent 243 (i) H is virtually free (ii) H is locally primary (iii) [E] -is a NTS language (iv) [.5 ] ~ is a context-free language.
As already mentioned, the equivalence of (i) and (iv) was already known. It should be observed that our result gives some hints that local primarity could be interesting in itself. Besides, the given results reinforce the following conjecture [S] "any pre-NTS language is NTS." It is true for context-free group languages which were known to be pre-NTS and turn out to be in fact NTS.
This paper is divided into four parts, the first one of which is devoted to some reminders on Thue systems, context-free grammars, and groups. In the second part, we give a full definition of local primarity and prove (ii) to be equivalent to (iii) (part of Theorem 111.2). The third part is devoted to the proof that (i) implies (ii). Here, we use the characterization of the family of finitely generated virtually free groups as the smallest family of groups containing the finite groups which is closed under restricted HNN-extension, amalgamated free product, (free product and subgroup as well); we show that these operations do not alter local primarity. Then as (iii) implies (iv) is obvious and as (i) is known to be equivalent to (iv), Theorem III.3 is proved. Finally, the last section consists in a discussion on how these results are related to some other results and conjectures.
I. PRELIMINARIES Here we give some definitions, notations, and classical results about semi-Thue systems, context-free grammars, and groups. The only non-classical definitions are Definitions I.1 and I.2 which are adapted to the purpose of this article. All the other statements can be found in [S, 18, 193.
Semi-Thue Sys terns
Let X be an alphabet. X* is the free monoid generated by X. E denotes the empty string. A semi-Thue system S on X is a subset S c X* x X*. Each element (u, v) E S is called a rule. Given S, the one-step relation +s is defined for all strings, x, y E X* by xuy +s xvy iff (u, v) E S is a rule. A binary relation R on a set E is said to be noetherian iff there exists no infinite sequence (e,)ic N of elements of E such that for every iEN, e,Re,+,.
When the binary relation +s is noetherian we also say that S is a noetherian semi-Thue system: +z denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of +s ws denotes the symmetric closure of js and ++z denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of -+s; -$ is also called the congruence generated by S (because it is the smallest congruence containing S).
We say that f E X* is S-irreducible iff there exists no g E X* such that f +s g. For every equivalence relation N on X* and every f E X*, [f] _ denotes the set {g E X* 1 f w g}. For every subset Kc X*, [K] -denotes the set lJheK [h] _ .
Given a congruence = on the monoid X *, the pair (X; = ) is called a presentation of the monoid M iff M is isomorphic to X*/ =. Given a semi-Thue system S on X, the notation (X, S) stands for the presentation (X: +-+x).
Context-free Grammars
Here we shall call context-free grammar a 4-tuple G = (X, V, P, A ), where X is a finite alphabet called the terminal alphabet, V' is a finite alphabet (such that Xn V= ~3) whose elements are called nonterminals, P is a finite subset of Vx (Xu V)* called the set of productions and A is a subset of I/ called the set of axioms of G. G is said to be quadratic iff, for every (u, m) E P, Irnl 6 2.
Let G = (X, V, P, A ) be a context-free grammar. P is a semi-Thue system over the alphabet Xu I/. --+z is the same relation as the derivation relation noted -2.
SO
-z and ++a denote the same congruence which we sometimes call the grammatical congruence. Let us define P' = {(m, u) E (Xu V)* x Vl(v, m) E P and m #E}. By kG we denote the relation +pZ and by +-z the relation -F, (t--E is called the reduction defined by G).
A word f E X* is said to be G-irreducible when f is P'-irreducible and by Irr(G)
we denote the set of all G-irreducible words.
For every UE V, i,(u) = {fE (Xu V)* 1 u +z f } is the set of sentential forms generated by u and &(u) = i,(u) n X* is the language generated by v.
For every subset B of (Xu V)* we define:
LG( B) = t,(B) n X*.
By definition, the language generated by G is L,(A). Every c.f. grammar G is equivalent to some normalized cf. grammar G'. G' can be obtained from G in two steps:
1. We iteratively apply the transformation consisting in adding a rule v' + L$ when v' + uu/? and v -+ E are rules, while u' + c$ is not a rule and v' # c$. When this transformation cannot be applied we have obtained a grammar Gi which satisfies condition 1 and is equivalent to G.
2. In G, we identify all the nonterminals which are in the same class for the equivalence relation u w v' iff v +z, v' and v' -+z, v. We obtain G, which is equivalent to G, and satisfies both conditions 1 and 2.
We call an s-free derivation tree for the grammar G = (X, V, P, A) any derivation tree for G whose nodes are labelled by letters in Xu V. If G is a normalized c.f. grammar, zi E V and f~ (Xv I')' (i.e., f is not the empty word E), then v -zfiff there exists some s-free derivation tree T for the grammar G, with a root labelled by v and a frontier equal to f:
Let G = (X, V, P, A) be a context-free grammar. The c.f. grammar G is said to be NTS iff, for every VE V, G is said to be pre-NTS iff, for every v E V, LJV) = [VI-;; n x* A language L is said to be NTS (resp. pre-NTS) iff it is generated by some NTS grammar (resp. pre-NTS grammar).
A group-language is by definition a language which is equal to [E] ~ for some congruence z such that X*/ = is a group. It is a context-free group language if it is a group-language which is context-free.
Conversely, a group is said to be context-free iff it admits a presentation (X; = ) such that the language [E] ~ is context-free. It should be noted that the property of being context-free does not depend on the actually chosen finitely generated presentation.
In order to generate some group-languages we define some special cf. grammars that we call group-grammars (g-grammar for short). is said to be a g-grammar iff (4) Vu E V, 36~ V, g jG uV, and c -+G Vv. Remark 1.1. It is not true that for every g-grammar G = (X, V, P, A) and o E V such that o + E, L&o) is a group language but this becomes true if G is NTS (this will be shown in the proof of Proposition 11.3). LEMMA 1.1. Every NTS g-grammar G is equivalent to some NTS g-grammar G' which is normalised.
It suffices to check that the normalization algorithm given below Definition I.1 preserves the property NTS and also the property "to be a group-grammar." 
Notation.
By P5, for every v E V, there is a unique 5 E V, such that v0 +-+a E and C,J+-+~E. For every w=v,v,~~~v,~V*, $ denotes the word k=v,v,-,...fi, (if w = E, i = E).
It is clear that [WI,;, [ ;I.+; are inverses in the monoid (X u V)*/-;. By P2 every class mod ( ++E) has some representative in Irr(G) which is included in V* (by P4). Hence (Xv V)*/-a is a group.
Groups
Let H be a group. H can also be considered as a monoid. A subset X, of H is said to be a set of g-generators (resp. m-generators) of H iff the smallest subgroup (resp. submonoid) of H containing X, is H. It is clear that X, is a set of g-generators if X, u Xi l is a set of m-generators. In this paper, by generators we always mean m-generators.
Similarly we define a m-presentation (X; S) of H as an alphabet X and a semiThue system S on the free monoid X* such that X*/-l is isomorphic to H. A,, g-presentation (K R) of H is an alphabet Y, together with a set of relations R c F(Y) x F(Y) on the free group F(Y), such that F(Y)/ -is isomorphic to H (where = is the smallest congruence on F( Y) which contains the set R).
In this article we deal mainly with m-presentations. Hence when we mean m-presentation we omit the prefix m-, otherwise we speak of a g-presentation. Also, A * B is generated by subgroups A and B which are isomorphic to A and B, respectively, and that satisfy An B = { 1 }. 
(in the above presentation Xn {t, i} = @ and the letter a (resp. @(a)), in fact denotes any word in X* representing the element a (resp. @(a))).
For short, if we think of a g-presentation we can use the notation H, = (H, t; t ~ 'at = @(a), a E A ). Hence we can identify the group H with the subgroup of H, generated by the classes of the letters x E X.
Let us fix a system R, (resp. R,) of representatives of the right cosets of A in H (resp. of B in H). We suppose that 1 is the representative of both A and B.
(1) s is reduced iff there is no subsequence t ~ ', h,, t with hi E A or t, hi, t ~ ' with hie B; (2) s is a normal form iff (i) if t, = t then h, is a representative of a coset of B in H (i.e., h, E RA) (ii) if t, = t-' then hi is a representative of a coset of A in H (i.e., hjE R,)
(iii) there is no subsequence t-', 1, t or r, 1, tr'.
(The reader should notice that h, can be any element of H.) THEOREM I.3 (normal form theorem for HNN extensions). Each element w E H, can be uniquely expressed as a product w = h, tl h, ... t,h, (n > 0), where h,, tl, h,, . . . . t,, h, is a normal form.
The following property will also be useful LEMMA 1.3. Let s = ho, t,, h,, . . . . t,, h, and s'= hb, t', , hi, . . . . tb, hb (where ti, t:E {t, t-'} and hi, hjE H) be equivalent reduced sequences. Then n =p and for every ie [ 1, n] , ti = ti.
Free Product with Amalgamation
Let H, = (Xi; R,) and H,= (X,; R2) be groups. Let AC H, and Bc H, be subgroups such that there exists an isomorphism 4: A --t B. Then the free product of H, and H,, amalgamating the subgroups A and B by the isomorphism 4 is the group (X,uX,;R,uR,,a=&a),aEA) This can be noted (H, * H,; a = d(a), a E A ). DEFINITION 1.5. A group H is said virtually free if and only if there exists a subgroup K of H which is free and has finite index in H.
II. NTS GRAMMARS AND LOCALLY PRIMARY GROUPS
Let us define precisely what a locally primary group is. DEFINITION 11.1. Let H be a group and Q a subset of H. Q is said to be primary iff (i) Q is finite and non-empty (ii) Q is stable by inversion (i.e., Vq E Q, q-l E Q) (iii) for every finite n-tuple (qi)ieC,,n, of elements of Q such that n > It has been proved in [2] that Q3 is primary (see also [21] ).
More generally it is proved in [2] that the subset 
Moreover we can exhibit a product of 2n + 5 elements of Q4, with a result in Q4, such that no proper subproduct is in Q4:
Q, is primary. This will follow from the results of Section III.
Remark 11.1. As noticed by Sakarovitch, if Q is a finite subset of a group H such that Q is nonempty and stable by inversion, Q is primary iff the following geometric property is true: let (Q) be the subgroup of H generated by Q and T the Cayley graph of (Q) (on the set of generators Q); then every closed path of T can be l-triangulated (see [ 193 for a definition of K-triangulations). DEFINITION 11.2. Let H be a group. We say that H is locally primary if and only if every finite subset of H is included in a primary subset of H. EXAMPLE 11.4. In the case of F2, the fact that QCk) is primary for every integer k (see Example 11.2) shows that F2 is locally primary.
The notion of a locally primary group is motivated by the following propositions. PROPOSITION 11.1. Zf H is a finitely generated, locally primary group and (X; R ) is a presentation of H on a finite alphabet X, then for every finite set of words Fc X*, the language [F] -; is generated by a quadratic NTS g-grammar.
ProoJ The proof is merely a copy of the proof given in [2] of Proposition 2, where we replace the notion of class modulo the Dyck congruence by the notion of class modulo c*i. In addition we must prove here that the c.f. grammar that we obtain is a g-grammar.
Let us notice that if Q is a primary subset, then 1 H E Q, because there exists q E Q and qq-lq=qEQ implies that qq-' or q-'q is in Q. Let Q be a primary subset of H, containing { [ y ] jYE xU F (Here by [w] we understand [w ] +,* for every word w E X*).
We define a Rset of variables V in a one-to-one correspondence with Q: V= {Sql,,,.
We define a set of productions P by: P = {S, + SySy~.}y=y~,,~~,y, y,, Y,sE p u {S +hL +Yl,.x"{&).
set of axioms A is defined by: A = {St,, }rs F We consider the context-free grammar G = (X, V, P, A ): l G is a g-grammar because S,,, -+ E, for every XE X, S,,, -+x and S,,, + S,,S,-1 + S,-IS, for every qE Q; l for a proof that G is NTS and generates [ ...mi+r++P * m' with lm'l < 2k + 1". From the knowledge that P(m,, m2, . . . . m,) is always true (for I-tuples satisfying the above assumptions) we shall deduce that Q is primary by an induction on the length of the products whose factors are in Q. To obtain the conclusion that P(ml, m2, . . . . m,) is true we shall inspect some derivation trees of G, which are related with the word m1m2 a. 3 m, though their frontier can be different from m ,rn* . . . m,.
NOW we give precise definitions about these trees, then we shall prove three lemmas about them and afterward we shall be able to prove Proposition 11.2.
Let t > 2 and m,, m,, . . . . m, be words. A covering of the t-tuple T = (m,, m2, . . . . m,) by a tree T is by definition a 4-tuple c = (z, T, p, q), where p, q are integers such that the frontier of T, fr(T), is the factor of rn,rn*.. .m, beginning at the pth position of this word and finishing at the qth position. The integers p, q must fullfill the inequalities: pb [m, 1, q> jm,m, '-.rn,-1 1 + 1. We say that the residue of c is (a, /I, y, 6) iff 01 is the left-factor of m, finishing at the (p -1)th position, c@ = m,, 6 is the right factor of m, beginning at the (q + 1)th position and $5 = m,. a (resp. j3, y, 6) is the left-external (resp. left-internal, right-internal, rightexternal)) residue of c (see Figure 1) .
We denote by llcll the number of nodes of T. If T, is a subtree of T, with root n,, such that the leaves descending from n, are not all contained in a single factor mi, then the given occurrence of T, (or equivalently the given node n1 of T) and the covering c define a covering c, = (z 1, T, , pl, q, ) as follows:
. T, is the sequence (m,,, mj,+ ,, . . . . mi,+/, ) of factors mi containing at least one leaf descending from n, . We say that c, is the covering induced by the given occurrence of T, in T (or by the given node nl ). The residue (a,, p, , y 1, 6 1) of c1 will sometimes be called the residue of T, (this expression is non-ambiguous when c is fixed and an occurrence of T, in T is also fixed) (see Fig. 2 ).
We emphasize that each of the above definitions labels the nodes of the trees with a letter (the empty word cannot be a label). This condition is satisfied by the s-free trees of a context-free grammar.
In the following we deal with a fixed NTS, quadratic, normalized g-grammar G = (X, V, P, A ), and a fixed integer k > 0. All the words that we consider are on the alphabet (Xv V) and the trees are s-free derivation trees for G. Let us remark that, as T, (resp. T2) is nontrivial, all its leaves cannot be contained in the factor m, (resp. m,), otherwise m, would be G-reducible (resp. m, would be G-reducible). Hence one of the hypothesis (a) or (b) must be true. (c) If T, covers (u, , ml) with a right-external residue equal to E then m2 ...rn,*z u2m; which has a length < 2k + 1.
(d) If T1 covers (ul, ml) with a nonempty right-external residue, then T2 covers (m,, m2, . . . . m,) with a right-external residue of length dk, hence by Lemma 11.1, P(m,, m2, . . . . m,) is true. LEMMA 11.3. If z= (u,, ml, m2, . . . . m,, u2) is such that I> 3, for every iG [ 1, f], lmil < 2k + 1 and mi is G-irreducible, for every in [ 1, 21, luil <k and ui is G-irreducible and 5 is couered by a tree T, then P(m,, m2, .,., ml) is true.
Proof: Let us fix some z and consider a minimal covering of z, c = (z, T, p, q). We denote by (vi, u;, u;, u;) the residue of c and we denote by T,, T2 the subtrees of T such that T= u( T,, T2) (where u labels the root of T). The labels of the roots of T,, T, are wl, w2. As the relation I--~ is nonlength-increasing and noetherian, it is clear that Q can also be defined as {[ml 1 m E Irr(G) and [ml < 2k + 1). We show by induction on We can suppose that vi, v2 are G-irreducible (otherwise we replace them by equivalent G-irreducible words). G is NTS, hence there exists a derivation tree T from v to vImlm2 '..mlvZ.
By Lemma 11.3, P(m,, m,, . . . . mr) is true and the induction hypothesis implies that there exists ie [l, I-l] such that mimi+, wz m' with lrn'l < 2k + 1. The proof that, for a given k > 0, Q is primary is achieved.
It is clear that every finite subset K of (Xu V)*/*; is included in the subset Q associated to some integer k. Hence the group (Xu V)*/-z is locally primary. Remark 
If Q = { [ ]I
m m E Irr(G) and [ml d n} we have proved that when n is odd, then Q is primary. We do not know if this result remains true for n even. In the particular case of F2 and of the particular presentation ( {a, 6 , ti, 6); S) considered in Example 11.2, we have shown that Q = { [m] -z /ml <n} is primary for every integer n (see [2, 21 I) .
Let H be a group, X, a finite set of m-generators, X a finite alphabet in bijection with X,, p the canonical projection from X* on H (such that p(x) = xH for every x E X) and = the congruence Ker p (i.e., m c m'op(m) =p(m')). PROPOSITION 11.3. The three following assertions are equivalent:
(1) H is locally primary.
(2) There exists a primary subset Q of H such that X, c Q.
-is generated by a quadratic NTS g-grammar.
Proof: 1 * 2 This is a straightforward consequence of Definition 11.2. 2 =+ 3 Q is primary and contains the set { [y] -}YE XU iz). Hence the proof of Proposition II.1 is still available here (the finite set F is merely {E} here).
3 =z. 1 Let G = (X, V, P, A ) be a quadratic NTS g-grammar generating [c] -. We can suppose that G is normalized. Let us consider the homomorphism cp: (Xu I')* -+ H X--,X" where rn,," is the element of H obtained by taking m,, the minimum word generated by u (for some arbitrary hierarchic ordering) and interpreting each letter x of m, as the element xH of H and taking the product xH of these elements.
Let Z7 be the projection from (Xu V)* on (Xu V)*/*z. As Ker Z7c Ker cp, cp can be factorized as cp = CpoZ7. Cp: (Xv I')*/-: + H is then a surjective homomorphism. 
III. OPERATIONS ON LOCALLY PRIMARY GROUPS
We prove here that the property to be locally primary is preserved by the following operations:
(1) free product (2) HNN-extension where the associated subgroups are finite (3) taking a subgroup (4) free product with amalgamation where the amalgamated subgroups are finite.
The preservation properties will ensure that every finitely generated virtually free group is locally primary, because of the following characterization of the family of finitely generated virtually free groups (FVFG): FVFG is the smallest family of groups which contains the finite groups and is stable by the operations (2) and (4). This characterization holds because of two results. Result 1. Every finite group is in FVFG and the operations (2) and (4) preserve the property to be finitely generated and virtually free (this last statement is given in [19] , where the authors refer to [13, 171) .
Result 2. Every group in FVFG can be obtained from finite groups by a finite number of operations of type (2) or (4). This statement is a consequence of the fact that every group in FVFG is accessible [ 19, Lemma 71 and of the fact that every infinite group in FVFG has a nontrivial decomposition by means of an operation of type (2) or (4) LEMMA 111.1. Let H, ,H, be finitely generated locally primary groups. Then the free product H = H, * H, is locally primary.
Proof: Let X, (resp. X,) be a finite set of generators for H, (resp. Hz). Then X,cQ1, X,cQ,,
where Qiis a primary subset of Hi (for iE (1,2} Proof: Let H, = (H, t; t-'at = #(a)), a E A), where A is a finite subgroup of H and 4 is an isomorphism from A on to B, another subgroup of H.
Let Xc H be a finite set of generators of H. There exists a primary subset Q of H such that XuAuBcQ. Let us define Q,=QuAtuBt-'. To prove that H, is locally primary, it is enough to prove that Q1 is a primary subset of H,. Let s = ql, q2, . . . . qr (where I> 3) be a sequence of elements of Qi such that the product qlq2 -..q,=q belongs to Q,.
Notation.
In the following we manipulate sequences of elements of H,. We denote by n the empty sequence (i.e., the sequence with no element). If Si, Sz are sequences then S,, Sz denotes the concatenation of these sequences. If S2 = A, then s,,s,=s1=sz,s1.
By Z7(S,) we denote the sequence l,, if S, = A, the sequence of one element pl, if S, # n and p1 is the product of the elements of S,.
We shall identify the element h, of H, with the sequence h, of length one. s can be decomposed as S,,, t,, . . . . tp, S,, where for every je [O,p] Sj is a sequence of elements of Q and for ever j E Cl, p] tj is a sequence of length one from At u Bt -' (we allow the case p = 0 in this decomposition; it means that s = S,). One can notice that Si can be empty but no tj is empty. Let us consider the sequence r=Z7(S,).L(t,), R(t,), ZI(S,) which is a reduced sequence, hence the normal form equivalent to r must contain one occurrence of t and no occurrence of t ~ '. Hence q E At: q = a't with a' E A. Subcase 1. S, = A. Then r is a normal form, hence Z7(S,). L(t,) = a'. It implies that n(S,) E A. S, has at least two elements (because I > 3) and n(S,) E A c Q. Hence by primarity of Q, there exists in [ 1, l-l] such that qiqr+ , E Q. Subcase 2. S, # /1. If ZZ(S,) $ B, then r would be equivalent to a normal form h, t, h' with h' # 1 H which is impossible (because a', t, 1 H would be an equivalent but different normal form). Hence n(S,) E B. If S, is reduced to one element q,, then qr-lqr= t,q, = a& '(4,) t E At. If S, has at least two elements, as Q is primary we can conclude. r is reduced and contains at least two elements in {t, t -' }. By Lemma I.3 the normal form equivalent to r contains at least two elements in {t, t ~ '}, so that a, t, 1, (with a E A), 6, t-', 1 H (b E B) and h E H cannot be equivalent to T. This is in contradiction with the fact that n(r) = q E At u Bt ~ ' u H. This ends the proof that Ql is primary.
As Q u {t, t -' } is a set of generators of H, , which is included in Q, , by Proposition II.3 we conclude that H, is locally primary. LEMMA 111.3. Zf H is a locally primary group and H, is a subgroup of H, then H, is locally primary.
Proof
Let F, be a finite subset of H,. Then there exists a primary subset Q of H containing F,. Q1 = Q n H, is a primary subset of H, containing F, .
LEMMA 111.4. Let H, , H2 be finitely generated locally primary groups, A (resp. B) a finite subgroup of H, (resp. Hz), and 4 an isomorphism from A onto B. Then the free product with amalgamation H = (H, * H, ; a = +(a), a E A) is locally primary.
Let us consider the group K= (H, * H,, t; t ~ 'at = #(a), a E A). It is stated in [ 18 Proof: [lo] .
Let us consider a presentation (X; E ) of a cancellative monoid M, such that [E] -is context-free.
Let us define U = {u E Ml 3u' EM, uu'=u'u=1,+,}andX'={x~X~[x],~U}. [f]=EUifffEX'*. [&I3 is then a group-language associated to the group U. Hence by Theorem 111. We summarize the set {(q,, q2, q3) E Q: I q1q2 = q3} in Table I G= <(a, b, t, i>, {So, S1, S2, S3, s3, S,, S5, T, Z U, 01, P, {So}), IV. DISCUSSION We discuss here some links between the results established here and some other results or conjectures. We also ask some questions arising naturally from these ideas:
(1) Some correlations between subclasses of the class of virtually free groups and some classical classes of formal languages are known.
A group H is a free product of a finite number of cyclic groups iff H has a presentation (X; = ) such that [E] ~ is a Dyck set - [7] . We recall that a Dyck set is a language of the form [&I,+;, where S is a finite, special, confluent, length-reducing semi-Thue system (such languages are studied in [7, 83) .
A group H is a free product of a finite number of finite groups and infinite cyclic groups iff H has a presentation (X; E ) such that [E] E = L* for some simple deterministic context-free language L [ 141. The class of simple dcfls is now classical; it is defined and discussed in [ 151.
(2) Some correlations between subclasses of the class of virtually free groups and classes of semi-Thue systems are known. See [6] for a survey of these results. The result of [7] cited above can be viewed as a result of this kind. In [4] it is shown that a group is a free product of a finite number of cyclic groups iff it has a presentation (X; S), where S is a finite, 2-monadic, Church-Rosser semi-Thue system over the finite alphabet X. Gilman has conjectured [12] that the above result remains true if we replace the word "2-monadic" by "monadic." (Recall that a semi-Thue system T is monadic iff, (u, u) E T implies 1~1 > IuI and 1 2 1~1. T is 2-monadic iff it is monadic and (u, u) E T implies 1~1 = 2.)
From this point of view we can reformulate Theorem III.2 as THEOREM 111.2'. A finitely generated group H is virtually free iff it has a presentation (Y; S>, where S is a finite, 2-monadic semi-Thue system over the finite alphabet Y, such that S is confluent on every word w E Range(S) v {E}.
Here by Range(S) we mean the set {v E Y*13u E Y*, (u, v) E S} and we say that S is confluent on w iff [WI++* = (w)~ (this last set is the set of ancestors of w for S).
This reformulation is tr:e because, on one hand it is clear that is S is monadic and confluent, then [I&] ,+= = ( .EZ)~ is a context-free language. Hence, by Theorem 111.3, Y*/ c*z is virtially free.
On the other hand, let us suppose that H is virtually free (and finitely generated). Let (X; E ) be a presentation of H on a finite alphabet X. By Theorem 111.2, [.s] ~ is generated by a NTS, quadratic, g-grammar G = (X, V, P, (o} ).
Let us define Y=V--{cr} and S={(~,~)EY~XY~(~,~)EP}~{(~,E)EY~X {E} ( (0, m) E P}. One can check that Y and S are satisfying the required properties (we could alternatively build Y and S directly from a primary set of generators of H).
(3) In [ 191 it is shown that every finitely generated virtually free group has a presentation (X, S) where S is a finite, complete (i.e., noetherian and confluent) semi-Thue system (this is implicit in the proof of Lemma 3 of [ 191) . This result, compared with Theorem 111.2' raises the question whether every finitely generated virtually free group could have a presentation (X; S) which is finite, monadic, and confluent. V. Diekert communicated to us that the answer is no: the group Z x Z/2B is virtually free; the theorem of [3] establishes that if M is a commutative, cancellative, infinite monoid and M is presented by a finite monadic, confluent system, then li;i x N or M z Z; hence H x Z/2E cannot be presented by a finite, monadic, confluent semi-Thue system. V. Diekert has generalized the theorem cited above to some noncommutative cases (see [9] ).
In the two next remarks, we discuss some links between this work and open problems concerning the family of NTS languages (we denote NTS this family).
(4) It is conjectured in [5] that if L is a NTS language over X and cp: Y* -+ X* is an homomorphism of free monoids, then cp -'(L) is NTS. As the family of NTS languages is closed under intersection with regular sets, this conjecture can be formulated as: the family of NTS languages is a cylinder (i.e., a family closed by inverse homomorphisms and intersection with regular sets). It is shown in [2] that the cylinder generated by the family of nest-sets (which is a subfamily of NTS) is included in the family of NTS languages. Here, Theorem III.5 shows that the cylinder generated by the group languages specifying virtually free groups is also included in NTS. But the arguments used in [2] to show that some NTS languages are not in the cylinder generated by the nest-sets apply also on the family of group-languages. Hence the conjecture cited above remains open.
In [5] it is conjectured that every pre-NTS language is NTS and in [20] it is proved that every context-free group-language is pre-NTS. Here it is proved that any group-language specifying a virtually free groups is NTS, which is a particular case of the conjecture cited above.
(5) The notion of a primary subset of a group arises naturally from Lemmas 2 and 5 of [2] , which were established in the context of monoids. Let us define a primary subset Q of a monoid A4 as a subset Q fulfilling:
(i) Q is finite and is not empty (ii) there exists an integer da2 such that, for every n-tuple (qi)is[-l,n, of elements of Q such that n 2 d+ 1 and q1q2 . . . qn = q E Q, there exists r E [2, d] and iE [O,n-r] such that qi+l...qi+rEQ.
For a given primary subset Q we call degree of Q the smallest integer d such that (ii) is true. We ask the following questions:
1. Given a NTS grammar G = (A', V, P, A) and a finite subset F of M= (Xu Py*/++; .
Included in the factors of {[a] +PZ}~~~, does there exist a primary subset Q of A4 which contains F?
If the answer to question 1 is yes, then NTS is a cylinder.
2. Does there exist a monoid A4 and a primary subset Q of A4 such that Q has degree 3 (or some degree d 2 3) and Q is not included in any primary subset Q' with degree 2 (resp. with some degree d' < d)?
In the context of groups and with a definition of "primary" adapted to groups (we add to conditions (i) and (ii) given above the condition that Q is preserved by inversion) the answer to question 2 is no. The reason is that if Q is primary, with degree d > 3, then the submonoid M' = Q* generated by Q is a context-free group. Hence by Theorem III.3 M' is locally primary and Q is included in a primary subset Q' with degree 2.
